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PAYNE HICKS BEACH LLP
10 New Square, Lincoln's Inn, London WC2A 3QG
Telephone: +44 (0)20 7465 4300
Fax : +44 (0) 7465 4400
DX 40 London/Chancery Lane

Jessica Henson
“Absolutely brilliant… she just knows this area of law inside
out...she is just so on top of everything.”
The Legal 500 UK
Email: jhenson@phb.co.uk
Telephone: 020 7465 4409 - Mobile: 07912240934
Linkedin Profile: https://www.linkedin.com/in/jessica-henson40602851/?originalSubdomain=uk

Jessica is a private client partner specialising in risk and disputes in relation to trusts and estates.
Jessica has accrued extensive trust litigation experience both in England and offshore. Her cases have
included both seeking and defending the removal of trustees, protectors and executors; rectification
and variation of trusts; setting aside and defending trusts on the basis of sham allegations; challenging
trustees’ decisions and advising trustees on making decisions in contentious circumstances;
challenging trustees’ fees; claims for breach of fiduciary duty; and associated professional negligence
proceedings against tax and legal advisors.
Equally, Jessica frequently advises on probate and estate disputes, including invalidity claims, capacity
and construction issues, as well as claims under the Inheritance (Provision for Family and Dependents)
Act 1975.
Jessica has also built up particular expertise in advising trustees and beneficiaries on issues of trust
law in the context of divorce proceedings – both in relation to proceedings in the Family Division and in
the corresponding offshore trust jurisdictions.
Jessica draws on her wealth of litigation experience to inform asset protection and estate planning
strategies designed to avoid disputes in the future. For this reason, Jessica is frequently asked to
advise on the establishment of trusts, pre and post nuptial agreements and Wills where there are
particular risks or asset protection concerns.
Jessica is the co-founder and co-chair of ConTrA (the Contentious Trusts Association) which runs
informative seminars and conferences for over 400 members both in the UK and offshore. She is also
a regular speaker at other international conferences and frequently lectures on topics surrounding the
psychology of litigation.
Having studied Classics at Cambridge University, Jessica trained at Herbert Smith and worked at
Berwin Leighton Paisner before joining Payne Hicks Beach.
Qualified September 2011, joined Payne Hicks Beach as a partner 2020.

“Jessica Henson is building a superb reputation for her work on trust and estate disputes. She is not a
rising star anymore - she has risen and will go from strength to strength. She is properly brilliant extremely smart and switched-on.”
Chambers HNW 2021

Payne Hicks Beach LLP

www.phb.co.uk
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“A great tactician with incredible attention to detail...a standout in the high net worth space.”
Chambers HNW
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